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ORIGINAL RESEARCH 

 

Abstract— Capturing the effect of drugs being used by patients and using this review to predict the medical ailment they are facing is a good 

approach to easily predict medical conditions. A lot of researchers use clinical and demographic data (risk factors) to predict diseases, the 
limitation of this approach is that not all the instances would have the right clinical results and there is usually missing values, low prediction 
accuracy, inadequately pre-processed dataset, failure to consider feature selection and un-experimentation of alternative values of K when 
using K-nearest neighbour. Using drug review would go a long way as their effect and symptoms as reported by the user through their review 
would capture relevant information needed. This study employed an open access drug review dataset to predict the medical condition, this 
dataset consist of training and testing split which was integrated and later split using 80-20 splitting with stratification. The dataset went 
through some natural language processing techniques such as lemmatization, stemming, removal of stop words, tokenization, and 
vectorization among others. Forward –backward feature selection technique was employed with the comments having significant effect to the 
prediction of the condition. K-nearest neighbour was then employed to predict the medical condition using the drug review as the feature with 
the condition as the target variable. Different values of nearest neighbours were used to train the model with k=1 given the best predictive 
average accuracy of 89% with weighted average precision of 90%. The model gave the same average accuracy of 84% when k was initialised 
to 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Moreover, the model obtained a better result when compared with exciting systems. Therefore, with the use of 
artificial intelligence, medical doctors and patients can easily use drug review to predict certain medical condition using clinical predictive 
decision support system. 

Keywords— drug reviews, natural language processing, KNN, medical condition.   

——————————   ◆   —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION 

echnological advancement most especially the wide 

spread of AI application most especially in the health 

sector has made it possible to employ it solving many 

problems. Recently, the application of natural language 

processing known as sentiment analysis has been 

employed to extract meaningful information from 

customer review in e-commerce. This can be used for 

variation of purposes like recommendation of product to 

customer, improvement on customer’s service and 

detection of goods quality (Anil et al., 2018). In health 

sector, customer are also leaving review for the drugs 

they have used for a specific medical condition, this can 

be explored through the incorporation and hybridization 

of natural language processing and machine learning 

techniques to make variety of prediction namely: 

prediction of customer’s condition based on the drug 

review stated (Das, Badhon and Jalal, 2022). 

Sentimental analysis is a field of natural language 

processing which give room for analysis of people’s 

opinion to have an insight about their view or emotion 

about a specific matter.  
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 Natural language processing has also found its 

application in domains like news classification (Sharama 

et al., 2021; Khanam et al., 2021; Padalko et al., 2023; Alarfaj 

and Khan, 2023; Mehta et al., 2024), cyberbullying 

detection (Ali and Sayeed, 2020; Chahat et al., 2021) 

Customer’s opinion on the effect of the drug taken and 

how they felt or effect on them can be used to understand 

the nature of their disease during medical diagnosis. This 

approach involves the analysis of keyword presents in 

their review matched to a specific medical condition for 

easier prediction (Uddin et al., 2022). Conventional 

medical approach involves traditional diagnosis through 

physical question of patient and their response (review) is 

used by the Medical Doctor to understand their condition. 

Apparently, this is quite time consuming, stressful and 

costly as consultation fees sometimes might be much and 

their might not be enough medical personnel to attend to 

all patients available.  

As a result of this, the advancement of machine learning 

techniques which provide accurate, faster and easier 

prediction would proffer solution to the aforementioned 

drawbacks of the conventional medical approach. Many 

studies have employed several traditional machine 

learning and deep learning algorithm to prediction of 

patient’s medical condition using their reviews from the 

drugs used, however, the major drawback of some of 

these studies are low prediction accuracy, inadequately 

pre-processed dataset, failure to consider feature 

selection and un-experimentation of alternative values of 

T 
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K when using K-nearest neighbor.  This study aim to 

develop a prediction system that uses the customer’s drug 

review to predict the disease condition of patient using 

natural language processing and K-nearest neighbor, 

with consideration of major NLP pre-processing 

techniques so as to enhance the study’s predictive 

performance. Moreover, studies conducted for the 

classification of patients’ disease condition employed 

clinical dataset which might not be able to capture al the 

needed risk factors, in contrast this study employed 

patients’ review as they would give detail description of 

the effect of the drug on them which would simplify the 

prediction of their medical condition (Gräßer, et al., 2018). 

Many studies have been conducted on natural language 

processing and sentiment analysis. In recent time, some 

researchers have also conducted researches on the 

prediction of patient’s medical condition using their 

reviews of certain drugs used for treatment. Some of these 

literatures and similar ones are reviewed in this section 

and compared to understand the state-of-art in drug 

reviews for prediction. 

Uddin et al. (2022) conducted a study on the sentiment 

analysis of drug reviews to categorize drugs into different 

classes based on their effectiveness. This study employed 

drug review dataset obtained from UCI machine learning 

data repository, of which various natural language 

processing data pre-processing techniques were applied 

on the dataset such as lemmatization and tokenization, 

chi-squared was used for features selection. These pre-

processed data was used for prediction with four machine 

learning algorithms namely: RF, SVM, NB and MLP as the 

classifiers. Random forest gave the best performance 

accuracy among all the classifiers employed. Similarly, 

Vijayaraghavan and Bas (2020) conducted a research on 

the sentiment analysis to detect the user’s sentiment from 

the drug review to verify the rating given to such drug. 

The study also employed the same dataset as employed 

in their previous study. The study only considered only 

three condition (depression, birth control and pain) 

compared to the earlier study that considered, count 

vectorizer was used for the vectorization of the reviews. 

The study also used word-to-vector and different 

machine learning algorithms were employed for the 

detection namely: ANN, LSTM, GRU, SVM, RF and LR. 

These algorithms gave a good detection accuracies. 

However, this study does not consider majority of NLP 

techniques to improve the performance of the model. 

Dinh, Chakraborty and McGaugh (2020) employed the 

principle of natural language processing to classify the 

drug reviews based on the effectiveness and side effect 

rating of the drug. The study used dataset obtained from 

Drulib.com and drugs.com, both being the widely used 

pharmaceutical information resource repository. The 

dataset is downloadable form the popular UCI machine 

learning data repository. This dataset is better than the 

earlier dataset used in the previous studies as the reviews 

were categorised into side effect reviews, comment 

reviews and benefit reviews of which in the other dataset 

all the reviews were not categorized.  

The study was implemented in SAS® Enterprise MinerTM 

and data partition node was used to split the dataset into 

training (70%) and validation (30%). Side effect level and 

effectiveness of the drug were mined using clustering and 

text rule builder gave the best performance in predicting 

the target variable. Chauhan et al. (2021) conducted 

similar study to analysis the sentiment in drug review 

employing the same platform- SAS® Enterprise MinerTM- 

used by the earlier study. The study employed some data 

preprocessing on the drug review dataset obtained from 

the UCI ML repository database such as conversion to 

lowercase, removal of punctuations, stopwords, null and 

numerical values, and stemming. Sentiment analysis was 

performed using WIT.AI- a chatboot that is capable of 

parsing textual or vocal messages into structured data. 

The study developed an interface where medicine that 

were rated good for a specific illness stated by the user are 

displayed and other diseases that could be cured using 

same medicine. However, the technicality behind the 

developed platform and implementation of the system 

were not well established and reported. 

Das et al. (2021) also conducted a similar study on disease 

prediction from drug information provided in the users’ 

drug reviews. The UCI ML repository dataset was also 

employed with removal of special character, 

punctuations, URLs and mentions. Label encoder was 

used to encode the labels and TF-IDF vectorizer was used 

for the vectorization. Afterwards, random forest was used 

for the classification and a good classification 

performance was obtained, Naïve Bayes and LSTM with 

embedding were also employed for the classification but 

they were all outperformed by random forest. Major pre-

processing like lemmatization, stemming, removal of stop 

words and punctuation marks were not considered in this 

study, which might have caused the low performance of 

the models. A study conducted by Aditya and Rawat 

(2019) similarly employed the UCI ML repository drug 

review dataset to predict the customer’s sentiment using 

the reviews on drugs provided by them. The study 

removed instance with missing values in the condition 

column and text summarization was performed by on the 

cleaned data which might cause removal of important 

keywords and instances and in-turn reduce the predictive 

performance of the model resulting from un-generalized 

instances and attributes, similarly, TF-IDF vectorizer was 

used for the vectorization, after which Neural network, 

random forest, naïve Bayes and XGBOOST were used for 

the sentiment prediction. Neural network gave the best 

performance on both rating and sentiment prediction. 

All the reviewed literatures employed different 

conventional machine learning and deep learning 

algorithms for sentiment analysis of drug reviews and 

prediction of medical conditions. From all the 

aforementioned literatures none of the studies employed 

k-nearest neighbor as the condition prediction algorithms 
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and most of the studies employed the UCI-ML repository 

drug review dataset being the only data on such subject 

matter. This study would also employ the dataset but 

with K-nearest neighbor to fill the gap of its usage. 

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

`This study employed a common methodology widely 
used by most natural language processing problems that 
involves machine learning for prediction or classification. 

The stages involved in this methodology includes; data 
acquisition, data preprocessing, prediction and 
performance evaluation. This is represented in block 
diagram as shown in Figure 1 for easier clarification and 
representation. 
 

 

 

 

. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Overview of the research methodology 

 

2.1 DATA ACQUISITION 

The dataset used in this study was the common patients’ 

drugs review dataset acquired from the UCI machine 

learning repository. This dataset consist of six (6) 

attributes namely: drug name, condition, review, rating, 

date and useful count, with a total of 215,063 instances.  

This dataset is the most popularly used drug review data 

for sentiment analysis and disease condition prediction 

using drug reviews. The dataset comprises of two 

different dataset namely “drugsComTest” for the test 

split which is 30% of the whole dataset and 

“drugsComTrain” which is the remaining 70%. The 

whole dataset was acquired which was later split using 

hold out evaluation method of 80-20. The dataset consist 

of common medical conditions like Birth control, 

Depression, Pain, Anxiety, Acne, Bipolar disorder, 

Obesity, Diabetes type 2, high blood pressure among 

other. Birth control have the highest number of instance 

with 38436 records, followed by depression with 12164 

instances.  

2.2 DATA PREPROCESSING 

Natural language involves the use of some preprocessing 

techniques to ensure it suitability for machine learning 

processing. This prepeorcessing techniques helps in 

formatting and putting the textual data in a right format 

that would be implementable on machine learning model 

and give a good computational performance. As stated in 

Figure 1, some of these preprocessing techniques 

employed are: Vectorization, tokenization, 

lemmatization, stemming, and removal of punctuation, 

special characters and stopwords. All this would enhance 

the performance of the model on the data and give a good 

predictive performance. 
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2.2.1 CONVERSION TO LOWERCASE 

The review comprises of both upper and lower cases, 

which might cause inconsistency in the text. The reviews 

were firstly converted to lowercases such that all the 

letters on the review are all in lower case for uniformity. 

This would enable the model to easily recognize the 

alphabets during vectorization and they would not be 

considered as different character represented with 

different vector. For instance, the sentence I used to 

take…. Would change to i used to take. And other 

sentences like that. 

 

2.2.2 LEMMATIZATION 

Lemmatization is an important preprocessing techniques 

employed in natural language processing. This is the 

process of grouping inflected forms of a word together so 

they can be analyzed as a single item, identified by the 

word's lemma or dictionary form (Uddin et al., 2022). 

Lemmatization is the algorithmic process of determining 

the lemma of a word based on its intended meaning. This 

is a text pre-processing technique used in natural 

language processing (NLP) models to break a word down 

to its root meaning to identify similarities. To actualize 

this wordnet Lemmatizer was used being a very popular 

and actively used algorithm for word lemmatization 

2.2.3 STEMMING 

This is the process of removing suffixes or affixes that are 

added to a word. It is the reduction of a word back to its 

root or stem form after the inflection have been removed. 

With the reduction of word to their stem it gives room for 

the model to focus on the main word for classification and 

helps in accurate classification. Porter Stemmer was used 

for stemming in this research work. This is different from 

lemmatization because suffix and prefix are not removed 

but they are reduced to dictionary form for easier 

understanding and identification. Porter stemmer was 

also used in this regard. 

2.2.4 REMOVAL OF STOPWORDS, PUNCTUATIONS AND 

SPECIAL CHARACTERS 

Stopwords are categories of words that does not add any 

meaning to the body of the sentence same thing 

applicable to punctuations and special characters. 

Though in speaking stopwords are important as they add 

understanding to conversation and punctuation also 

mean a lot in speaking. However, we can do without them 

in language computation as they are always removed in 

natural language processing. Some of the commonly 

removed English stopwords from corpus are pronouns, 

auxiliary verbs, and preposition among others. The 

common stopwords removed from the reviews are: i, me, 

am, it, my, among others.  

 

2.2.5 TOKENIZATION 

This is the process of breaking textual dataset into smaller 

pieces like words, sentences, terms and any other syllabic 

elements, these smaller pieces are known as Tokens. This 

is sometimes the first stage in natural language 

processing techniques. Tokenizer breaks stream of 

unstructured textual data into discretized elements. 

Tokenizer was imported differently from the text 

preprocessing library. 

2.2.6 VECTORIZATION 

This techniques employed bag of word model to convert 

the textual data into their corresponding numerical 

format using count_vectorizer that creates Document–

Term Matrix by considering the frequency of each word 

in the dataset and represent them as a vector. This is 

paramount in natural language processing as only a 

numerical data format can be fed to the machine learning 

model for manipulation. 

3.2.7 K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) 

K-NN is also a supervised learning algorithm, lazy 

learner though, as it is widely called as no model is 

learned and non-parametric algorithm, like DT it is also 

used for solving classification and regression problems. 

This algorithm makes its own prediction based on the 

proximity of the class label (Soladoye, 2023), as it assumes 

that similar and related things must exist in close 

proximity to each other. Equation 1 represents the 

Euclidean distance which is usually used to calculate the 

distance of these neighbors to each other. When a new 

instance is to be predicted, the closest to it among all the 

already classified instances is calculated using Euclidean 

distance or Manhattan distance, the class of the instance 

that is closest to it is the solution to the new instance we’re 

trying to predict, as shown in Figure 2. The k in the K-NN 

implies the number of the nearest neighbor to put into 

consideration in the voting process (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). 

Euclidean distance = √∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)𝑘
𝑖=1

2                      (1)        

K= Number of neighbours 

xi = training data and yi = test data 
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Figure 2: K- Nearest Neigbour (Ak, 2020) 

This study employed different values of k ranging from 

1-6, this is done to assess and compare the performance of 

the model with different values of nearest neighbour in 

order to know the number of neighbours with the best 

predictive performance. 

 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The experimentation was conducted on Google Colab, a 

cloud based jupyter notebook for implementing machine 

learning projects. This platform is quite impressive as 

some of machine learning libraries were already 

preinstalled, and possess a fast computation time 

compared to running the notebook on local machine. This 

study employed the aforementioned dataset but only four 

common medical conditions were considered namely: 

Birth control, Depression, Diabetes, Type 2 and High 

blood pressure. This conditions amount to a total of 57066 

instances. Only drug review was the attributes used for 

prediction of the medical condition, because the drug 

name that would have been used have multiple drugs for 

a single condition and many conditions have same drug. 

This might be difficult for the model to understand as 

there would be misconception and inconsistency, which 

is why the attribute was dropped while other attributes 

have no relevance to the prediction of the medical 

conditions as well. 

3.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The developed system’s performance was evaluated 

using some evaluation metrics like accuracy, Sensitivity, 

Precision, F1 score and computational time.  

i. Accuracy: This measures the overall 

effectiveness of the developed system and it 

is measured in percentage (%), as 

represented in Equation 2 

Accuracy =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)
     (2) 

ii. Precision: It depicts the number of truth 

positive (positive classes) predicted that 

really belong to the positive class. It is given 

mathematically by Equation (3.) 

Precision= 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
                                       

(3) 

iii. F1 score: This is the harmonic mean of recall 

and precision. It is given mathematically by 

equation (4) 

F1score= 
2∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 
                          

(4) 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section reports the results obtained from the 

implementation of the machine learning model for the 

prediction of medical condition based on the patients’ 

reviews of the drug taken. The experimental results 

obtained from using different values of k would be 

discussed and the text data would be visualized based on 

the target variable using word cloud function in python 

 
3.1TEXTUAL DATA VISUALIZATION 

Visualizing the text data in a whole dataset would 

possibly show the frequency of occurrence of a specific 

word in the dataset. This would be done based on the 

medical conditions of the patients with their review. 

Word cloud in python was used to generate this word 

cloud based on the condition. Figures 3-6 shows the word 

cloud of the four conditions considered for prediction 

based on the reviews obtained for the customers. 

 
Figure 3: Word cloud for birth control condition 

This shows the frequently surfaced word in the patients’ 

reviews with respect to the birth control as the medical 

condition. From Figure 3, it would be observed that 

words like pills, period, mood swing, cramp, month and 

others were bold showing the level of their frequency and 

truly related to birth control condition. This gives an 

insight of the possible words available in the review even 

if it is not possible to explore all the reviews individually.  
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Figure 4: Word cloud for Depression condition 

Similarly, the words like side effect, medication, life, 

night, week and other are frequent in the depression 

condition reviews, as these were represented in Figure 4 

for clarity and easier representation. All this words are 

related either positively if negatively to the depression 

condition and express the patients’ states. 

 
Figure 5: Word cloud for diabetes type 2 condition 

Insulin is obviously captured by the word cloud likewise 

nausea, side effect and victoza, these are also words seen 

to have been present in different reviews given by 

different patients suffering from diabetes type 2 as shown 

in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 6: Word cloud for blood pressure condition 

The final condition considered in the study is blood 

pressure with different words that surfaced in the reviews 

related to it captured in Figure 6. These words include BP, 

headache and dizziness. Word cloud is a very good text 

visualization tool which shows the frequency of a word. 

 

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT  

The medical condition is predicted using K-nearest 

Neighbor. Different values of k were used for the 

prediction. Table 1 shows the classification report of the 

model with k ranging from 1 to 6. 
Table 1: Classification reports of different values of k 

Classes 

and 

Metrics 

Precision Recall F1score Support 

K=1 

Birth 

control 

0.97 0.93 0.95 5758 

Depression 0.78 0.87 0.82 1814 

Diabetes 

T2 

0.70 0.71 0.71 511 

High BP. 0.65 0.73 0.69 464 

Accuracy   0.89 8547 

Macro avg. 0.78 0.81 0.79 8547 

Weighted 

avg. 

0.90 0.89 0.89 8547 

K=2 

Birth 

control 

0.94 0.95 0.94 5758 

Depression 0.73 0.84 0.78 1814 

Diabetes 

T2 

0.68 0.44 0.53 511 

High BP. 0.78 0.50 0.61 464 

Accuracy   0.87 8547 

Macro avg. 0.78 0.68 0.72 8547 

Weighted 

avg. 

0.87 0.87 0.87 8547 

K=6 

Birth 

control 

0.95 0.90 0.92 5758 

Depression 0.64 0.87 0.74 1814 

Diabetes 

T2 

0.73 0.35 0.48 511 

High BP. 0.68 0.56 0.61 464 

Accuracy   0.84 8547 

Macro avg. 0.75 0.67 0.69 8547 

Weighted 

avg. 

0.85 0.84 0.84 8547 

As shown in Table 1, three different values of k were 

presented namely: 1, 2 and 6. K=3, 4 and 5 were not 

presented because they gave the same average accuracies 

like k=6, however the precision weighted averages for k=6 

was the best among the three that was why it’s 

classification report was presented. 

Moreover, it can be observed from the support column 

that the conditions does not have same number of 

instances which implies that the dataset was not balanced, 

however the imbalance nature of the dataset does not 

really affect the performance of the model as all the 

conditions were recognized and well classified. As a 

result of the imbalance nature of the dataset, weighted 

averages would be the best metrics values to consider for 

all the evaluation metric. 

Additionally, it would be observed that k=1 gave the best 

predictive performance f=of 89% average with weighted 

average precision of 90% the highest among all values of 
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k. The small instances of the conditions would not be said 

to  have affected the values obtained as the classification 

report of k=2 the precision obtained on high blood 

pressure medical condition is greater than that of 

depression even with the fact that depression have 1814 

test instances while high blood pressure has just 484 

instances. 

Based on these results, KNN gave the best predictive 

performance when k=1 and the next high performance 

was obtained when k=2 and after that value, the average 

accuracies of the model remained 84%. 

 

3.4 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEM 

The results obtained from this research was compared 

with other system that employed the same dataset to 

predict the medical condition or other variables in the 

dataset. Table 2 shows result of the existing studies and 

that obtained from this study. 
Table 2: Comparison of the developed system with 
existing studies 

S/ 

N 

Author Methodology/ 

Algorithm  

Evaluation  

1 Das et al., 2021 Random forest Acc=0.83 

2 Joshi and 

Abdelfattah 

(2021) 

Linear SVC Pre. =0.8832 

3 Das, Badhon 

and Jalal 

(2022) 

LSTM Acc=0.81 

4 This study KNN Acc=0.89. 

Pre=0.90 

From the comparison result presented in Table 2, it was 

observed that this study outperformed all the existing 

studies on prediction of medical conditions using drug 

review with natural language processing techniques. 

Even the study that employed deep learning algorithm 

which is expected to work better on textual dataset gave 

a lesser average accuracy than that of the resulted 

obtained through this research. This shows that the study 

was well taken and employed all the need NLP and ML 

techniques that improved the performance of the 

predictive system.  

 

4 CONCLUSION 

Based on the result presented earlier in Table 1, k-NN 

(k=1) gave the best predictive performance on the drug 

review dataset acquired from UCI-ML repository to 

predict the medical condition the reviewer was suffering 

from. However, technically it might not be appropriate to 

opt for the solution with k=1 as it would easily predict 

when its nearest neighbour is just one (1) but even with 

87% given with k=2 and the 84% given by k= 3, 4, 5 and 6 

are good accuracies whose system can be implemented to 

solve real life problems and employed in real time to 

predict a medical condition using the drugs reviews. 

Moreover weighted averages of the evaluation reports 

were considered because the dataset used was 

imbalanced and also the precision was discussed being 

the best evaluation metrics to evaluate the performance of 

a machine learning model on imbalanced data and k=1 

also gave the best weighted precision of 90% and 87% was 

obtained when k was initialized to 2. This shows that K-

NN is a very good machine learning model that could be 

used absolutely for the prediction of medical condition 

using natural language processing. 

The results obtained from this study was also compared 

with that of other studies and they were all outperformed, 

even that of the deep learning algorithm. Future work 

should explore deep learning algorithm for the prediction 

to compare their performance with the employed 

machine learning algorithms. 
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